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Abstract
In recent years, K-pop or Korean popular songs have enjoyed immense popularity around the
world. However, the situation was very diferent before the mid-2000s when the industry was
sufering from widespread piracy of its music. Furthermore, the emergence of the MP 3 phone
in the early 2000s provoked two critical conlicts. One was between the producers of the MP 3
phone who were large conglomerates and the manufacturers of the standalone MP 3 player
who were smaller companies that feared for their future. he other conlict was between the
producers of the MP 3 phone and the Korean music industry who believed this new device
would hinder their development.
Given the current global popularity of K-pop, it is meaningful to analyze the position and
rationale of these players at the time and their consequences. In brief, protecting existing
industries hindered the corporate and industrial adaptions in the global competition and held
back the momentum to explore innovation and a new business model. First, the MP 3 player
manufacturers encountered serious inancial and managerial problems and even went into
bankruptcy because they were too slow in pursuing change. Second, the Korean conglomerates
were late in producing a new digital device, the smartphone, and entering its growing market.
hird, the Korean music industry was able to survive but only because entertainment companies
have adopted a new business model that generated alternative sources of earnings. his paper
demonstrates the importance of having a broader view and recognition of industrial dynamics
in formulating efective policies.
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It is generally an accepted view that technological advancement has improved the
quality of people’s lives around the world. Yet this evolution has created conlict
among several existing companies, industries, and their participants. It is often the
case that these established companies or participants are resistant to innovation in
the industries that they operate in. heir perception is that such change threatens
their existing capabilities and products. In other words, these technological
developments are considered as threats to well-established business models in
which they have placed large personal and corporate investment (Kay).
A good example of this kind of resistance is the development of the French
railway network in the early nineteenth century. Today, France is considered to
be a country with a well-developed railway network. However, its development
in the early nineteenth century was much slower than its neighbors, such as the
United Kingdom and Germany (Dunham). While a signiicant factor was inancing,
there was also powerful opposition from the waterway and agricultural sectors.
he waterway sector was concerned that the railway network would replace and
take over its business. While for its part, the agricultural sector believed that the
rapid and mass transportation of its products by rail would level the price structure
between fertile areas and other parts of the country (Mitchell, “he Great Train
Race” 30). Given these reasons, the farmers and waterway companies were largely
against the construction of railways even though they would have brought beneits
to the general public.
Such conlict is not just a story from the past but is still commonly found today. For
example, since 2016, London’s black cab drivers, one of the city’s most iconic means
of transportation, have been protesting against the services of the ride-sharing app
Uber. he black cab drivers, who have acquired their license through a long and
hard period of training, argued that Uber was endangering their livelihoods. More
seriously, they claimed that Uber had broken laws and exploited its drivers as well
as refused to take responsibility for the safety of their passengers (Farrell; Titcomb).
Despite this criticism, some commentators have argued that Uber ofers more
competitive taxi fares and is also more accessible to customers (Holt).
Some may argue that this sort of conlict is only prevalent in Western societies,
however, this is not the case. Many similar examples can be found around the
world, including in East Asia. he industrial sectors that are involved vary from
transportation to manufacturing, and even culture. he afected parties can be
either large conglomerates or small and medium-sized enterprises (SME s). However,
when this issue involves cultural industries and/or the “alleged” victims are regarded
as SME s, social resistance against technological advancement becomes stronger
and more widespread. his is because culture, as well as its related industries, is
seen as part of a country’s national identity and consists of characteristics that are
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regarded as needing protection and conservation. Furthermore, these industries
have become more pronounced in recent years with the emergence of the political
concept known as soft power. Since SME s are seen as the weaker side when
compared with the larger conglomerates, the public will generally put pressure on
the government and policy-makers to provide favors to them. his tendency has
become more intense since the inancial crisis of 2008.
In this regard, the experience of the Korean music industry can contribute
important lessons toward understanding this issue better. Since the late 1990s,
Korean popular music or K-pop began to blossom and is now part of the globally
popular phenomenon known as the Korean Wave or Hallyu. However, before
it became irmly established in the mid-2000s, the situation was uncertain and
complicated as the industry was sufering from increased levels of music piracy.
Aside from pirated albums being widely available, accusations of plagiarism also
became a big problem for the Korean music industry. hese factors are seen as the
main causes behind the underdevelopment of the Korean music industry as they
dented its revenue (Parc, Messerlin, and Moon, “he Success” 141).
Given this context, the emergence of the MP 3 phone, which combines functions
of the MP 3 player and the mobile phone, in the early 2000s stirred two critical
conlicts in Korea. First, the MP 3 phone was developed by Korean conglomerates
known as chaebols and was considered as a replacement for the existing MP 3 player
which was mainly produced by local SME s. As a result, the chaebols were perceived
as seeking to drive out SME s from the MP 3 player market, who would then be
considered as victims. Second, the Korean music industry believed that the rise of
the MP 3 phone would increase the levels of piracy and hinder their development by
reducing revenues.1 As a result, both the MP 3 player manufacturers and the music
industry were against the introduction of MP 3 phones in the market.
Given the current global popularity of K-pop, it would be a meaningful exercise
to analyze carefully the industry’s stance and the rationale behind its decisions at
the time. With a clearer understanding of what actually happened and an analysis
of its consequences, this paper provides important lessons on the rather complex
relationship between technological advancement that is driven by digital devices
on the one hand, and (cultural) industries and policies on the other. hese lessons
not only provide insight on the past and future of Korea’s cultural industries but
also interestingly shed some light for countries seeking to benchmark Korea.
Lastly, it should be noted that this paper uses a number of secondary sources
such as newspaper articles and reports because the conlict over the entrance of
MP 3 phones has not been studied much in academia, despite its importance and
relevance.
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In order to address these complex issues, this paper is organized in the following
way: he irst section briely explains the needs and importance of this study’s
approach. he second section introduces the comprehensive and systematic
analytical tool that this paper utilizes. he third section scrutinizes, contrasts, and
analyzes the diference in positions, decisions, and rationale behind the producers
of the MP 3 player and the MP 3 phone (alongside the telecommunication operators),
and the Korean music industry at that time as well as the consequences. he fourth
section deals with a discussion that relects upon the main points of the analysis.
Lastly, the concluding section summarizes the main implications to be drawn from
this study.

THE IMPORTANCE OF AN APPROACH TOWARD TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT :
FROM MP 3 PLAYER TO MP 3 PHONE

As K-pop began to emerge in the 1990s and gain international popularity, many
argued that it was a fad and would not be sustainable in the future. Yet after two
decades, the inluence of K-pop has further expanded and diversiied in terms of
genres and geographical scope. Facing the sudden emergence of Hallyu across the
world, a number of existing studies have attempted to analyze the core reasons
behind its success by assessing, (1) cultural aspects such as cultural proximity,
diversity, and transnationality (Oh, “he Globalization of K-pop”; Jin, “New Korean
Wave”; Jin and Ryoo; Jung and Shim); (2) institutional aspects such as government
support and private corporate eforts (Choi; Lee, “Managing the Transnational”;
Jin, “he Power of the National-State”); (3) industrial aspects like production and
business activities (Parc and Kawashima; Parc, Messerlin, and Moon); and (4)
consumption aspects such as fandom and the Internet (Choe and Russell; Jin, “New
Korean Wave”; Jung, “Fan Activism”; Leung; Oh and Park).
Among them, Sang-Hun Choe and Mark Russell’s Bringing K-pop to the West:
Social Media Helps South Korean Bands Find New Fans and Dal Yong Jin’s New
Korean Wave: Transnational Cultural Power in the Age of Social Media have
highlighted that K-pop has become internationally popular through dissemination
on social network services (SNS ) and Korea’s advanced information communication
technology (ICT ) based on well-developed internet connections and smartphones.
he case of the Korean music group BTS or Bangtan Boys, who debuted in June
2013, has strongly supported this aspect and was clearly evident when they won the
2017 and 2018 Billboard Awards for Top Social Artist beating Justin Bieber, Selena
Gomez, and other well-known American pop artists.
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Before the active use of SNS and the Internet, the Korean music industry was
focused on physical albums like many other music markets around the world.
However, over the last decade, the Korean music industry and its related companies
have incorporated SNS and the Internet more actively than their counterparts in
other countries (Parc and Kawashima). Among many of the existing studies, Parc
and Kawashima’s “Wrestling with or Embracing Digitization in the Music Industry:
he Contrasting Business Strategies of J-pop and K-pop” clearly demonstrates
how the Korean business sector has embraced digitization much earlier and more
actively than the Japanese music industry. his is notable because J-pop was
internationally more popular before the emergence of K-pop.
Existing studies have provided various information and analyses from the
perspective of the music industry, and some have shown how the Korean music
industry’s embrace of the Internet and SNS was facilitated by the rise in the
use of digital devices such as computers, MP 3 players, smartphones, and tablet
PC s. As yet though, few studies have focused on the technological perspective
in understanding the development of the music industry. herefore, an in-depth
analysis of the technological advancement that helped the Korean music industry
needs to be rigorously studied in order to understand the emergence of K-pop
from a broader perspective. In this regard, it is important to note that Korea began
to shift toward an IT -dominated economy during the 1997 economic crisis — at
least ten years before other developed countries. herefore, digital devices also
appeared relatively early in the domestic market.
Although their dominance only lasted for a short period of time, MP 3 players
and MP 3 phones played a critical role in the evolution of the music market, a fact
which provides us with important policy implications. Understanding the very rich
history of technological advancements—in particular, its non-linear trajectory and
its trial-and-error approach—and their crucial consequences will help toward
forecasting how similar events will emerge in the future.

METHODOLOGY : A DYNAMIC FRAMEWORK FOR THE MUSIC INDUSTRY 2

As this paper deals with an ex post analysis to examine the stance and rationale
behind the three industrial participants, a comprehensive and systematic analytical
tool is required. In particular, since the technological advancement for the Korean
music industry emerged with digitization, the tool should incorporate digitization
within its framework. In this regard, a useful study is Parc and Kawashima’s
dynamic framework for the music industry. Based on a critical review of existing
studies, their approach incorporates both the emergence of the Internet, which
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occurred from the late 1990s through to the early 2000s, and the “routinization” of
the Internet, which happened after the early 2000s.
Central to Parc and Kawashima’s analysis is the incorporation of the diamond
model which is based on Porter’s Diamond Model and its extension. his approach
is regarded as one of the most comprehensive among various other similar
models (Moon, Rugman, and Verbeke). Moon, Rugman, and Verbeke expanded
the Diamond Model to the Generalized Double Diamond (GDD ) Model whereby
multinational activity is formally integrated into the original model. For its approach,
Parc and Kawashima’s framework has four factors that change their practice when
facing digitization: technology, producers, consumers, and business context. Each
factor has two sub-factors in terms of sophistication; technology has hardware and
software, producers have basic and advanced, consumers have size and quality, and
business context has structure and rivalry (see Table 1).

Table 1. A Dynamic framework for the music industry
Factors
Technology

Producers

Consumers
Business
context

Sub-factors

Practice changes

Hardware (A-1)

Analog ⇒ Digital

Sotware (B-1)

Possessing ⇒ Accessing

Basic (A-2)

Ofline ⇒ Online

Advanced (B-2)

Complexity ⇒ Simplicity (of production)

Size (A-3)

Album (bundle of songs) ⇒ Song (a piece of music)

Quality (B-3)

Audio ⇒ Visual

Structure (A-4)

Specialization ⇒ Integration

Rivalry (B-4)

Threat ⇒ Opportunity
Source: Parc and Kawashima.

Entering the era of digitization, difusion, and consumption has changed with
hardware advancement (A-1). Under these conditions, less sophisticated copyright
practices of music producers will help with the wider and easier difusion of music.
In addition, consumers have shifted their preferences from possessing music to
accessing streaming service providers (IFPI ; IPSOS and IFPI ) (B-1). herefore,
many entertainment companies, such as SM Entertainment, YG Entertainment,
JYP Entertainment, and Big Hit Entertainment, have actively used online services
or found other efective ways to difuse their content through the Internet.
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Digitization and the Internet also provide opportunities for companies to expand
the market easily from a domestic to an international scope. Hence, producing
music that is appealing to both sets of fans is crucial if they wish to enhance their
business performance (A-2). Furthermore, the distance between producers and
their consumers has shortened, and the structure of the industry has simpliied.
his trend induces for more start-ups than before. Consequently, the music industry
has become more dynamic and diversiied (B-2).
he way in which consumers enjoy music has changed; from purchasing a
complete album to accessing only a few favored songs (A-3). Furthermore, as
consumers use digital devices such as smartphones and tablet PC s to enjoy music,
the visual image of singers or band groups has become as important as the audio
aspect of the music (Messerlin and Shin 421-422). As such, consumers appreciate
the value of “music to listen and watch” more than that of “music to listen” (B-3).
Digitization has also accelerated the turnover of the music industry with increased
demand and rapidly emerging trends. In order to meet these changes, the industry
needs to integrate various functions for efectiveness and eiciency, rather than
focusing on specialization (A-4). All of these changes coupled with increased
globalization has created more competition in a diferent setting that stands in
contrast to the situation before. Hence, this has generated new opportunities (B-4).
According to Parc and Kawashima, “Series A” sub-factors and their practices
happen during the emergence of the Internet whereas the counterparts of “Series B”
are found during the routinization of the Internet. However, all these developments
have occurred pretty much simultaneously and within a relatively short period of
time. It is important to note that this kind of practice changes is happening all
over the world when facing the global trend of digitization. Due to technological
advancements and the rapid adaptation to digitization among industry participants,
these dynamics happened earlier and are more noticeable in Korea than in other
parts of the world (Parc and Kawashima). his shows that analyzing the Korean
music industry can provide meaningful implications for other countries. he
course of events for each entity in Korea as described in the dynamic framework
(Table 1) is presented along with a brief summary at the end of each section.

COURSE OF EVENTS WITH DIFFERENT APPROACHES : FROM MP 3 PHONE
TO SMARTPHONE

In the 1990s, the Korean music industry began to emerge. Consequently, the sales
of albums, in the form of cassette tapes and CD s, increased signiicantly. However,
the introduction of MP 3 players from 2001 began to replace cassette tapes and
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CD players, which slowed down the sales of albums. Soon, MP 3 players were in
competition with a new digital device, the MP 3 phone. From the beginning, the
manufacturers of MP 3 players were against the chaebols producing MP 3 phones.

Alongside them, the Korean music industry was also against the telecommunication
operators selling and servicing these new devices. he diference in the position of
the two sides brought about a conlict that lasted for several years. his section
scrutinizes and compares the contrasting stances among the producers of MP 3
players and MP 3 phones, as well as the Korean music industry.

1. Producers of MP 3 Players
he world’s irst commercialized or mass-produced MP 3 player was developed
by a Korean company, Saehan Information System in 1998 (Van Buskirk). In
contrast to the United States where MP 3 players were based on a hard disk drive
(HDD ), such as Apple’s iPod in 2001, Korean companies used the more efective
lash memory. It would take a few more years until Apple would release its irst
lash memory-based MP 3 player known as the iPod nano (see Figure 1). hus, the
Korean SME s who produced most of the world’s MP 3 players were able to enjoy
dominance in the global music market until the appearance of the iPod nano in
2005.
In the late 1990s, a popular trend prevailed in Korea where consumers
exchanged MP 3s through an online network system and kept these iles on the
hard drive of their PC . In this environment, the key requirements for MP 3 players
were (1) to hold as many iles as possible on a small device, (2) to produce a high
quality sound through earphones, and (3) to be mobile. At the same time, most
producers of MP 3 players were SME s and the market size was at irst relatively
small (for further information, please see the next section “Producers of MP 3
Phones”). Given the capabilities of MP 3 players, the Korean music industry was
worried about the increase in copyright violations that might be caused by the
prevalence of such devices. However, the main target for the music industry over
copyright infringement was not the MP 3 producers but the MP 3 music providers
such as Soribada, a peer-to-peer sharing service, and Bugs, a music streaming
service provider (Yang; Yoo, “Ŭmbanŏpgye”).
By 2003, iriver, a consumer electronics SME , accounted for 52 percent of the
Korean market while other companies such as Cowon and Bluetek took up 13
percent each (Yoo, “MP 3 pŭleiŏ”).3 By this time, the MP 3 player market in both
Korea and abroad had surprisingly expanded; companies such as Creative Labs
and Dell as well as a few other Chinese companies began to enter the business (Yoo,
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Fig. 1. Timeline of digital devices

Notes: (1) arrows mean continuity of production; (2) MP 3 phone irstly appeared
in 1999, but it only became visibly prevalent in the market from early 2003; (3) the
iPhone was internationally released in 2007, but was not released until 2009 in
Korea.

“MP 3 pŭleiŏ”). Despite this new competition, a few Korean SME s who dominated
the Korean market also proceeded to engage in a number of foreign markets as
major shareholders. An example of such conidence was the decision by iriver to
enter the American market through aggressive marketing. his included the HDD based MP 3 player which was a sector dominated by Apple (Yoo, “MP 3 pŭleiŏ”) (see
Figure 2).
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Figure 2. An example of iriver’s aggressive marketing

Source: Dorozhin Alexey.

In Korea, Samsung Electronics (hereafter Samsung) sought to actively target
the MP 3 player market by lowering the price for its products in 2004 (Lee,
“Samsŏng·LG ”). Internationally, Apple inally released the iPod nano in 2005 after
acquiring a massive quantity of lash memory chips from Samsung and Toshiba
at a good price. At this stage, the MP 3 player market became more competitive
domestically and internationally. In particular, Samsung and LG Electronics
(hereafter LG ) developed MP 3 phones in 1999 and 2000 respectively, then released
them again in 2003 by utilizing aggressive tactics as the MP 3 player market
expanded (see Figure 1). Apple also began to develop its iPhone in secret from 2004
(Rowinski). Although it was not made public, there was a general expectation in the
electronics industry that Apple would produce a digital device that would combine
the iPod with a mobile phone. At the same time, Apple’s iTunes was transformed
from a simple music player to a multi-media content manager.
Facing the emergence of MP 3 phones and with rumors of the iPhone circulating,
the SME s that produced MP 3 players were slow to react particularly as they had
support from the Korean media and several government organizations. Instead of
responding, they expressed a rather complacent attitude of superiority by arguing
that they had accumulated more know-how from the global market and that MP 3
players ofered larger memory capacity as well as better sound quality. Speciically,
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they predicted that, given the technology of the time, devices with multi-functions
would have a limited battery life compared to standalone MP 3 players (Shin). In
efect, these SME s focused on producing sophisticated MP 3 players with improved
sound quality, newly added functions, futuristic designs, and increased storage
capacity. As a result, the price of MP 3 players increased. For example, one MP 3
player at the time which only had one-gigabyte of storage memory retailed for
US $ 500 whereas the two-gigabyte iPod nano cost only US $ 199.
By utilizing Parc and Kawashima’s dynamic framework, an interesting evaluation
can be drawn. While the producers of MP 3 players used new technology from the
beginning during the era of digitization (A-1), these companies overlooked the
importance of software development by focusing too much on hardware and its
functions (B-1). When music iles appeared online and they were widely available
through free downloads, the MP 3 player was an ideal device to store iles, especially
as it was small and portable (A-2). However, music producers in the late 2000s
would begin to release their content as music videos directly through SNS and the
Internet in order to simplify their business (B-2). At this stage, the MP 3 players lost
their role in the simpliied chain from production to consumption of music.
MP 3 players were suitable when consumers collected songs that they enjoyed

instead of purchasing a complete album (A-3). However, since the late-2000s,
the visual appeal of music videos has become as important as the audio sound
(B-3). MP 3 players were no longer the suitable device for this change. Along with
this, since the mid-2000s there was a trend among telecommunication operators
to integrate their business with recording companies in order to facilitate better
procurement of sound sources; SK Telecom Co. (SKT ) merged YBM Seoul Records
and KT Freetel Co. (KTF , currently KT Corp.) merged Bluecord (A-4). Facing the
introduction of MP 3 phones and smartphones, the SME s who produced MP 3 players
decided to compete directly with the large global conglomerates that produced
more competitive devices. hat MP 3 players became a simple everyday item and
new digital devices were released notwithstanding, these SME s decided to include
more complicated yet unnecessary functions in their players which increased
the product price instead of simplifying functions of their products. In this way,
they did not take the emergence of MP 3 phones as an opportunity to develop new
products (or business) for their future prosperity (B-4). In the end, many of them
went into bankruptcy or were merged with the conglomerates.
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2. Producers of MP 3 Phones (and Telecommunication Operators)
Samsung developed its own MP 3 player in 1998 and released the irst one in
1999; this was three years before Apple released the iPod in late 2001 (Song). In the
same year as the iPod release, Samsung unveiled the world’s irst MP 3 phone, the
SCH -A100 (Samsung). However, at the time the MP 3 player market in Korea was
considered to be too small for these large conglomerates. Compounding this, there
was also a rumor that Samsung lost its interest in the MP 3 player business (Jung,
“Wŏlyopokŏsŭ”). In the end, the company handed this MP 3 player sector over to
one of its Chinese subsidiaries, Bluetek (Kim, “Samsŏngchŏncha MP 3saŏp”).
From 2002 to 2003, the MP 3 player market doubled in size (Yoo, “MP 3 pŭleiŏ”).
As it increased signiicantly and was expected to grow further, Samsung immediately
re-entered the MP 3 player market. As MP 3 players appeared, the sales of physical
album decreased (Chichŏk chaesankwon). Additionally, in early 2004, LG and
Samsung re-released their MP 3 phones (LP -3000 and SPH -V4, respectively) in the
market (Kim, “LG , MP 3pŏn”; Kim, “Samsŏngchŏncha ‘blutek’”). At the same time,
the telecommunication operators developed their own music streaming services
which allowed their customers to download music freely: MelOn by SKT in 2004
and Dosirak by KTF in 2005. As mentioned before, these operators also merged
several existing recording labels into their business.
Under these circumstances, many in the Korean music industry were against
the chaebols selling MP 3 phones. hey feared that the expected impact of this
new device would have a more negative efect on the music industry than with the
emergence of MP 3 players. Even several well-known singers, such as Hyori Lee,
held solo demonstrations against the producers of MP 3 phones. Reinforcing such
concerns, the Korean music industry argued that there should be no free music
content for MP 3 players and MP 3 phones. Furthermore, they advocated for digital
rights management (DRM )—a technology that ensures MP 3 iles are only available
for a few days—to be applied to all downloaded music for MP 3 phones in order to
restrict the use of copyrighted works. On top of all these measures, they also wanted
to ensure that the sound quality of downloaded music would not be as good as
that of the physical copy. However, consumers were against these restrictions and,
in the end, many found a way to disable DRM for their convenience (For further
information, please refer to Chichŏk chaesankwon).
Facing such unexpectedly strong opposition, the telecommunication operators
and the chaebols hesitated in their promotion of MP 3 phones. he only exception
was LG Telecom Co. (LGT , currently LG Uplus Corp.), which invoked the other
operators to closely monitor LGT ’s stance. While the music industry was against
MP 3 phones, Korean consumers favored these devices and argued that their rights
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should also be protected in order for them to enjoy music (Oh, “Iyongcha ŭi”). In
this situation, a settlement for the MP 3 phone conlict was prolonged because of
LGT ’s lone approach. Part of the reasoning behind their strategy was that, among
the major three telecommunication operators in Korea, they had the smallest
market share yet were still a subsidiary of the conglomerate LG that produced MP 3
phones. herefore, it is believed that LGT tried to take advantage of this opportunity
to catch up with its competitors by selling its parent company’s MP 3 phones. he
fact that LGT quickly increased its sales proits after it began to sell MP 3 phones
supports this view (Chichŏk chaesankwon).
In order to resolve this conlict and seek an agreement with LGT , several interest
groups such as the Recording Industry Association of Korea (RIAK ), the Korean
Association of Phonogram Producers (KAPP ), and the Korea Entertainment
Producer’s Association (KEPA ) formed the Council for the Urgent Measures on
Korean Popular Music. In November 2004, all sides inally reached a compromise.
It was agreed that from July 2005, music streaming services and MP 3 downloads
from the service providers would be charged. At the same time, a fund of KRW 10
billion (approximately US $ 9 million) would be raised to improve consumer
awareness on copyrights and its related regulations (Kim, “LGT ·5 gae”). Despite
these developments, the MP 3 phone still managed to acquire a large share of the
MP 3 player market by 2007, but it was quickly replaced by smartphones starting
from 2009 when Apple released the iPhone in Korea.
hese MP 3 phone producers fully integrated the current hardware technology
to their digital devices (A-1). After witnessing the emergence of music streaming
service providers, MP 3 producers knew the importance of accessing music (B-1),
but failed to combine software technology to that of the hardware in which they
had their main competitiveness. When producers released their music online as
MP 3 iles, the MP 3 phone was a suitable device as well as the MP 3 player (A-2).
However, when music producers simpliied their production-distribution channel
and released music directly online through the Internet and SNS , the MP 3 phone
lost its main utility as did the MP 3 player (B-2).
From the consumer perspective, the MP 3 phone was better than the MP 3 player
on a functional level, only one device instead of two (A-3); however, once the visual
image became as important as the audio sound, the MP 3 phone was no longer the
ideal device (B-3). While Apple began to develop its iPhone (Rowinski) and iTunes
evolved into a more integrated platform that included a media player, a library
database, internet radio broadcaster, music and application purchases, the MP 3
phone producers failed to adopt many of these new features (A-4). In particular,
when Apple released its irst iPhone in 2007, Korea was not included in the initial
release phase due to regulatory issues. It was only in 2009 that the iPhone was inally
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released in Korea (see Figure 1). Various sources claim that Korea’s MP 3 phone
producers and telecommunication operators considered the iPhone’s release as a
threat and it is believed that they sought to obstruct Apple’s market penetration
(B-4).4 In this regard, it is noteworthy that Samsung only began to produce its own
comparable smartphone, the Galaxy, after 2009.5

3. he Korean Music Industry
Shortly after the liberation of Korea from Japan in 1945, the Korean music
industry began to develop. As the United States military was stationed in Korea,
American music had a signiicant inluence on Korean music. hroughout the 1950s
and 1970s, the younger generation of musicians enjoyed Western music and began
to adopt it in their own sound (Parc, Messerlin, and Moon). However, the Korean
music industry did not gain enough earnings from selling albums. Rather, during
this period, most musicians made their money by performing at clubs located in
the US Army bases in Korea and later in private clubs. For example, it is assumed
that there were 264 clubs in the US military bases across South Korea and the
Korean music industry gained approximately US $ 1.2 million per annum during
the 1950s from these performances (Lee, “Migunkŭlŏpsŏ”).6
From the 1960s to the 1980s, the Korean music market was still underdeveloped.
It is often said that the music industry was negatively impacted by piracy throughout
this time. However, the ones who produced the pirated albums were actually Korean
record labels (Kim, “A Study on the Process”). his contradiction was actually a
way to overcome their inancial diiculties. Simply, in the underdeveloped music
market of the 1960s-1980s, selling pirated albums was more proitable than selling
the originals (Parc, Messerlin, and Moon). his fact can be interpreted as either the
price of a regular album was higher than the actual purchasing power of Korean
consumers at that time or that the demography of music consumers had changed
from the older generation to the younger one which was comprised of people who
were more limited in their economic activity.
In the mid-1980s, singers such as Moon-Se Lee and Jin-Sub Byun helped change
the trend of Korean music from trot, the older form of Korean pop music, to ballad.
By the mid-1990s, the Korean music industry began to further boom with Seo Taeji
and Boys and Gun-Mo Kim who introduced diferent genres of Western music such
as rap, hip-hop, and reggae. All of these changes contributed toward increasing the
size of the music market by attracting more of the younger generation. As beepers
and mobile phones began to appear, the Korean telecommunication operators soon
utilized these popular songs as a sound source for ringtones. With the prevalence
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of mobile phones in the 2000s, the ringtone market expanded further and has
become the most stable source of earnings for the Korean music industry (Cha).
With the introduction of MP 3 players, the Korean music industry was on
another step toward change. his new digital device had a signiicant impact on
the sales of physical albums. Yet instead of responding directly to MP 3 player
manufacturers, the Korean music industry went after the MP 3 music providers
such as Soribada and Bugs and accused them of copyright infringement (Yang;
Yoo, “Ŭmbanŏpgye”). Nonetheless, it overlooked that Korean consumers were
very much more accustomed to downloading music for free. All of this made it a
diicult challenge for the Korean music industry to strictly control online piracy.
hus, these responsive actions were not efective enough to protect the industry.
Soon, the MP 3 phone was produced and began to be widely sold. With this new
technology in the market, the recording labels were then slowly merged with the
telecommunication operators.
Because the most stable earnings for the music industry were mainly gained
from the sales of ringtones through the telecommunication operators, the Korean
music industry did not oppose directly the merger and acquisition between them
and the recording labels. Rather they were against the manufacturers of the MP 3
phone. In particular, the industry was against LGT because (1) this operator was
a subsidiary of LG that produced MP 3 phones and thus expected to bring about a
greater impact, (2) LGT had the smallest market share, hence received the smallest
earnings compared with the other operators which would result in minimum
risk, and (3) beating LGT would be advantageous for future negotiations with
the operators as well as the producers of the MP 3 phone. As mentioned before, a
compromise was eventually reached in November 2004 that sought to resolve the
conlict over the MP 3 phone. However, it was not enough to “protect” the music
industry in the coming years because the way of consuming music shifted from
MP 3 players to smartphones and tablet PC s in terms of devices, and from a few
domestic service providers to international providers such as Facebook, YouTube,
and other online platforms.
Once the Korean music industry had retained a stable source of earnings from
the operators, it did not want to abandon the market easily although the trend
changed from analog to digital (A-1). Having stuck to the traditional market, the
Korean music industry responded slowly to changes in the way in which music was
consumed, speciically from possessing albums to accessing streaming platforms
(B-1). Furthermore, the Korean music industry neglected several other new
trends. First, music producers and entertainment companies preferred to release
their music online (A-2). Second, they have simpliied their business structure by
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embracing alternative sources for earnings; these have generated more proits than
what was previously gained from copyrighted works (B-2).
While consumers prefer to enjoy music through their MP 3 phone, the Korean
music industry was not on the consumers’ side but was rather the advocate for a
few organizations concerned with copyright enforcement (A-3). he Korean music
industry’s strong resistance against the music service providers and the MP 3 phone
led consumers to shift from audio to visual through the use of other devices that
provide images, such as smartphones and tablet PC s (B-3). Korean entertainment
companies have become less sensitive about copyrights because they are not the
direct beneiciaries in receiving royalties. Instead, they have created other more
beneicial sources for earnings, such as concerts, fashion, and restaurant businesses
(A-4). he center of the music industry has thus moved from the operators to the
entertainment companies. If the Korean music industry was genuinely interested in
supporting the earnings for song writers and singers, the domestic market should
have been opened up earlier to foreign service providers such as iTunes who pay
more royalties. Such an efort would have also ofset the impact from the operators
and producers of MP 3 phones by holding each other in check (B-4). Above all, it
would have then formed a more balanced and dynamic environment that would
have contributed toward the further difusion of K-pop.

DISCUSSION

In the era of digitization, a number of content producers have complained about
the new environment and service providers that behave diferently from other
traditional players. For example, a Korean singer, Yong Lee, announced that his
new album was a hit and that eight thousand copies were sold. In actual fact, this
album resulted in a loss of KRW 160 million (approximately US $ 141,000) when all
the fees are taken into account. his includes recording costs, album cover design,
music production, writing, and public promotion, which amounted in total to
about KRW 200 million (approximately US $ 177,000). hus, he earned only KRW 40
million (approximately US $ 35,000) from album sales (Lee, “Chŏchakkwoncha”).
However, if he were able to difuse his music internationally and had held concerts
after increasing his popularity around the world, he would have earned much more
than he actually did. he survivors are those who have adjusted themselves to a
change in their environment.
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We also should not overlook the importance of globalization. In contrast to
the past, suppliers and consumers can always ind their counterparts through
globalization. As hinted before, the strong resistance of the Korean music industry
led domestic consumers, at best, to use international service providers such as
Amazon Music, Facebook, Spotify, and YouTube, or illegal downloads at worst.
In other words, the Korean music industry’s resistance paradoxically promoted
international platforms or increased piracy in Korea. But more importantly, one
of the critical reasons why K-pop has gained its international popularity is the
wide availability of its content online which would not be possible if there was a
strict copyright practice. he Korean entertainment companies have not stuck to
copyrights, but have instead sought to ind newer business models that are proculture and pro-business at the same time.
Regarding business practice, Korean media outlets have recently reported that
the local price for “allegedly” the same products produced by the chaebols is more
expensive than the international one. In order to mock it, a new term hogaeng, or
“stupid customer,” has appeared. However, one should note that the same Korean
media outlets have criticized the chaebols for setting a low price for their MP 3
players compared to the SME s in both domestic and overseas markets. Why is it
that when SME s set a high price for their products it is considered good, whereas
when the chaebols do a similar action it is considered more negatively? Why has
such a double standard been applied? Because of the diferent corporate size?
Should not the consumer be more important than any other player when it comes
to the price? he history of the evolution from MP 3 players to smartphones has
much merit in this regard that requires further study.

CONCLUSION

Facing technological advancement, having holdbacks within industries and
society is a common response. he history of the transition from MP 3 players
to smartphones in Korea shows interesting stances among each of the industry
participants: speciically, it was the producers of MP 3 players and the Korean
music industry who were both against the producers of MP 3 phones. Regarding the
conlict over MP 3 phones, the media outlets in Korea favored the manufacturers of
MP 3 players since most of them were SME s. As a result, the chaebols were initially
hesitant to enter the market with their new devices including the MP 3 phone. All of
these reactions led the producers of MP 3 players to respond too late and too slowly
to changes in the business environment. Eventually, many of them encountered
inancial diiculties and/or eventually entered into bankruptcy.
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he conlict between the producers of MP 3 phones and the Korean music
industry was more severe. By sticking too much to the old conventional business
model and seeking to preserve their source of earnings, the Korean music industry
opposed the release of MP 3 phones in the market. he industry did not interpret
correctly the preferences of consumers rather they were only interested in their
own gains. However, as consumers changed their way of enjoying music, shifting
from audio to visual, the industry was unable to achieve what it sought. he conlict
itself has been further complicated but is now less inluential due to a new business
environment. While the conlict provoked great transaction costs, the producers of
MP 3 phones were also late to develop a more innovative digital device, speciically
smartphones. Later, the producers had to invest much efort in order to catch up
with their competitors in the smartphone industry; LG has not been visible in the
market.
While these three entities were in turmoil, a new hegemonic power, the
entertainment companies, emerged as a new player in the music industry. Because
they are not reliant upon the old copyrights regime, they have found a new
business model by adjusting themselves to changes in their environment. hey
have released their music online with very few restrictions, which ensures that fans
in diferent parts of the world have easy access to K-pop songs. Along with regular
feedback from these fans, the Korean entertainment companies are able to learn
about preferences and tastes of fans, which helps them to produce more appealing
content. hrough this virtuous circle, K-pop has been very successful and has been
able to expand its popularity across the world.
Unfortunately, old trends continue to survive and may put Hallyu’s content in
danger. Several international organizations such as the French Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers of Music (SACEM ) seek to persuade the Korea Music
Copyright Association (KOMCA ) to strengthen their copyrights regime and
system of levies. he Korea Copyright Commission (KCC ) has also recently begun
to monitor copyright violations in many countries, notably in Southeast Asia.
However, one should consider that the French music industry in recent years has
not produced much internationally popular content despite observing stricter
copyright practice. It is important that Korean organizations clearly understand
the critical reasons for the international popularity of Hallyu’s content: globalized
content, business-oriented model, wide difusion and availability, and business
activities that are less attached to copyrights.
It is often the case that the development of society, culture, and industry is held
back by a few ego-centric organizations where vested interests are so powerful that
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progressive innovation can be staved of forever. Development is like going upstairs;
without having the most up-to-date technology, we cannot go up and forward. If
society, culture, and industry really want to achieve further development, we should
not miss what Isaac Newton once said, “if I have seen further it is by standing on
the shoulders of giants.” He was insightful enough to use “standing” not “trampling”
and this aspect should be clearly understood and kept in the back of our minds.
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Notes
1. In this article, “the Korean music industry” has two usages; one is to refer to
the industry as a general term and the other is to refer to an alliance of interest
groups such as the Recording Industry Association of Korea (RIAK ), the Korean
Association of Phonogram Producers (KAPP ), and the Korea Entertainment
Producer’s Association (KEPA ) who all have long advocated copyrights (see “2.
Producers of MP 3 Phones [with Telecommunication Operators]” section). In
order to draw a critical implication in the “Discussion” section, the two usages
were employed without much distinction.
2. his part heavily relies on Parc and Kawashima.
3. Bluetek, a Chinese subsidiary of Samsung, produced MP 3 players which were sold
under the brand name of Samsung.
4. Before April 2009, Korean law did not allow mobile phones to have a Wi-Fi
function. his was intended to protect domestic telecommunication operators
and content providers. Sang-Hoon Kim argued that this law helped the operators
to gain more proits and that they were not willing to sell the iPhone that they
believed would negatively afect this setup. In 2010, Jong-Wha Kim and JungHwan Lee reported a rumor that Samsung asked SKT , the number one operator
in Korea, to delay selling the iPhone in order to protect the domestic smartphone
market, notably for Samsung. Yuni Jung reported that Seok-Chae Lee, a former
chairman of KTF confessed that two chaebols asked KTF not to sell the iPhone.
According to Yuni Jung, Seok-Chae Lee also stated that due to the Wi-Fi function
in smartphones, data consumption increased 153 times during 2009-2012 which
reduced proits signiicantly.
5. In fact, Samsung released its irst smartphone, Samsung Omnia in 2008 while
Apple released its irst iPhone in 2007 (see Figure 1). However, the Omnia was not
comparable with the iPhone and sufered in both the domestic and international
markets. Samsung was able to emerge as a global smartphone producer after 2009
with its smartphone brand Galaxy.
6. During the 1950s, the total annual export of South Korea reached US $ 20.0
million (Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy). Hence, the income of US $ 1.2
million that the Korean music industry gained from the US military bases was
quite signiicant. It should be highlighted that this amount was gained from
performances, not from sales of albums, which interestingly is very similar to how
the Korean entertainment companies of today operate.
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